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Since its establishment in September 

2017, CIGA has been active on many 

fronts. It has organized two international 

conferences featuring dozens of internationally 

renowned scholars. The first conference which 

took place in October 2017 focused on issu-

es related to the Muslim Ummah. The second 

conference “Contextualizing Islamophobia: Its 

Impact on Culture and Global Politics” is sche-

duled to take place from April 6-8, 2018.

This conference will explore the roots of Isla-

mophobia from epistemological and historical 

perspectives, outlining the political and cultu-

ral factors contributing to its rise, its intellectual 

framework and the reasons for its pervasive-

ness. In addition, the social cost in terms of the 

erosion of civil and human rights will be discus-

sed featuring several examples from different 

regions as well as the likely long-term political 

and strategic dimensions around the world. 

How Islamophobia is used as a tool of foreign 

policy and empire formation will also be re-

viewed. Several presentations will explore the 

impact of Islamophobia in the Palestinian-Isra-

eli conflict as well as the dangerous role played 

by “Muslim” Islamophobes in Muslim societies. 

Finally, a discussion featuring all of the partici-

pants will be devoted to strategies and policies 

that need to be adopted and pursued in order 

to end or reduce the harmful and detrimental 

effects of Islamophobia.

* * * * *

In the past few months CIGA convened several 

meetings and seminars that discussed impor-

tant issues related to Jerusalem and the Pales-

tinian issue, the MENA region, Turkey’s foreign 

policy, the Syrian crisis as well as engaging in 

various important book discussions. This issue 

of The Strategist brings you brief descriptions 

and outlines of these activities.

On behalf of CIGA, I’d like to express my sin-

cere gratitude to IZU president Prof. Dr. Meh-

met BULUT and IZU’s administration for their 

tremendous and continuous sports, and our re-

search and administrative staff as well as to our 

student volunteers from the newly inaugurated 

CIGA Student Society for their tireless efforts 

and hard work in making CIGA, despite its short 

history, one of the most active and productive 

research centers in Turkey.         
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In the aftermath of the United States (US) 

President Donald Trump’s announcement 

on the American recognition of Jerusa-

lem as the capital of Israel, CIGA organized a 

workshop dedicated to discussing the latest 

developments in the Holy Land with organi-

zations and individuals based in Turkey who 

are concerned about the issue of Jerusalem 

and the Palestinian cause. The objective of 

the workshop was to create an understan-

ding of the current situation as it is seen from 

the Turkish and the Palestinian perspectives 

as well as to strategize and propose effective 

policies and recommendations regarding the 

future of Jerusalem in particular, and the Is-

raeli occupation of Palestine in general.

IZU’s Secretary General, Dr. Ömer Faruk Öz-

bek, in his introductory remarks warmly wel-

comed the representatives of more than 30 

NGOs and foundations that work directly 

on issues related to Palestine in Turkey. The 

program comprised three different sessions. 

The first session, “The Battle for Jerusalem: 

Palestinian Perspectives”, was moderated by 

Dr. Abdallah Marouf (29 Mayıs University). Dr. 

Ahmad Atawneh (Vision Centre for Political 

Development) and Prof. Dr. Sami Al-Arian 

(CIGA Director) presented the Palestinian 

perspectives on the struggle for Jerusalem. 

The second session, “The Battle for Jerusa-

lem: Turkish Perspectives”, was moderated 

by Prof. Dr. Cengiz Tomar (Marmara Univer-

sity). Dr. Galip Dalay (Al-Sharq Forum) and 

Dr. Said Alhajj (Author and Political Resear-

cher) discussed the question of Jerusalem 

issue from the Turkish policy perspectives.

“The Battle for Jerusalem: The Way Forward – The Role of States, 
NGOs, and Peoples” (January 6, 2018)
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but also by applying pressure on the US go-

vernment to retract its decision. The white-

paper suggested different ideas in this regard 

including preparing declarations and public 

statements emphasizing the following:

a. The injustice and the harmful effects of the 

US declaration on world peace and harmony;

b. Solidarity with the Palestinians and sup-

port for their rights against the Israeli occu-

pation;

c. Condemnation of the excessive Israeli hu-

man rights violations; and

d. The right to free access to the holy sites 

without Israeli restrictions or control. 

Finally, the paper proposes a numbers of 

ways in which individuals can demonstrate 

their support for justice in Jerusalem. These 

include boycott of social activities (i.e. not 

participating in social events that are asso-

ciated with Israel or  the Zionist movement, 

such as sports events or conferences.) In 

fact, the more individuals decide not to parti-

cipate in such events, especially if it is a spe-

cific group such as students or a sports team, 

the larger impact it will have on the success 

of the activities and the more pressure it will 

put on the organizers to rethink the list of 

participants for such events.  

[check our full Jerusalem recommendations 

on our link: ciga.izu.edu.tr].
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Policy Recommendations, 
Activities and Actions

In the final session, the participants were 

divided into three separate groups where 

each discussed and proposed various poli-

cy recommendations with regard to the US 

recognition of Jerusalem as Israel’s capital. 

The principles of non-violence as envisioned 

by the late US scholar on non-violent action, 

Dr. Gene Sharp, were particularly studied and 

adopted. The groups discussed their diffe-

rent recommendations that were addressed 

for individuals, civil society, and states. They 

finally drafted and presented their recom-

mendations for each category, which were 

particularly suited for Turkish society.

As an outcome of this intensive workshop, 

a whitepaper based on the discussions was 

formulated.  It has three aspects:

First, the whitepaper discussed the role of 

states regarding the US decision on Jerusa-

lem. It recommends the use of all diplomatic 

and UN channels including the UN Security 

Council, the General Assembly, UNESCO, and 

other international arenas, to condemn and 

reverse the US Jerusalem declaration within 

the international organizations.

Secondly, the workshop recommended that 

NGOs should play a significant role not only 

in rejecting the US declaration on Jerusalem, 

A symposium on Jerusalem 
organized by CIGA brings 
international scholars and 
activists to IZU to discuss 
policy recommendations 
and actions to reverse US 

decision.  
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Islamophobia is commonly defined as the 

intense or irrational hatred, hostility, and 

fear of Islam. It perpetuates negative stere-

otypes resulting in bias, discrimination, and 

the marginalization and exclusion of Muslims 

or Islamic activists from social, political, and 

civic life. Moreover, it has manifested itself as 

a form of structural racism that is directed 

at perceived or real Muslim threat through 

the maintenance and extension of existing 

disparities in economic, political, social and 

cultural relations. Islamophobia essentially 

dehumanizes Muslims and thus rationalizes 

the use of violence against them as a tool. 

It reintroduces and reaffirms a global racial 

structure through which resource distributi-

on disparities are maintained and extended.

This phenomenon may have always existed 

in varying degrees in many societies but it 

has in the last few decades become preva-

lent around the world, especially in the West 

after 9/11 and  

the so-called war on terror. In recent years, 

many of its aspects have become instituti-

onalized through official policies and state 

structures. In addition, it has been featured 

in many political campaigns and parties, es-

pecially in the US and Europe, causing not 

only distrust and alienation for significant 

segments within these societies but also ten-

sion and polarization in many communities 

around the world. Unfortunately, Islamop-

hobia has unleashed a lucrative industry led 

by dangerous interest groups with extremist 

political, social, and economic agendas. If 

unchecked, it threatens perpetual wars and 

destruction causing immeasurable pain and 

suffering.

This international conference will feature 

some of the most notable scholars on the 

subject from Turkey and around the world, 

and will investigate the impact of Islamopho-

bia on culture, society, politics and interna-

tional relations. The speakers of the confe-

rence consist of a wide array of scholars and 

experts on Islamophobia from all around the 

globe with their geographical expertise ran-

ging from Russia to China and from the UK 

to Greece. 

International Conference on 

Islamophobia 
Contextualizing Islamophobia: 

Its Impact on Culture and Global Politics

Sponsor and Organizer: CIGA, Istanbul Sabahattin Zaim University

April 6-8, 2018
ISEFAM Auditorium, IZU Halkalı Campus

STOP

STOP

ENGLISH 
DEFENCE
LEAGUE

SUPPORT
ISRAEL

CIGA
CENTER FOR ISLAM 
AND GLOBAL AFFAIRS

International Conference on 

Islamophobia 
Contextualizing Islamophobia: Its Impact on Culture and Global Politics

The Perils of Islamophobia and the Challenge of Inclusion
Istanbul Sabahattin Zaim University, ISEFAM Auditorium 

April 6, 2018 – 7:30-9:30 PM

Political and Strategic Dimensions
of Islamophobia 

Islamophobia as a Tool of Foreign Policy
and Empire Formulation 

Confronting Islamophobia at the 
Political, Social, and Cultural Levels

Understanding the Roots of Islamophobia:
An Epistemological and Historical Approach  

The Cultural and Social
Impact of Islamophobia 

Islamophobia: Implications for Civil
and Human Rights

Dr. Mehmet Görmez 
Former President of Religious A�airs, Turkey

Speakers

Dr. Fatimah Binti Abdullah
Istanbul Zaim University

Dr. Kaarina Aitamurto
University of Helsinki, Finland 

Dr. Sami A. Al-Arian
Istanbul Zaim University, Turkey 

Dr. Sahar Aziz
Rutgers University, USA

Ahmed Bedier
United Voices of America, USA

Dr. Burak Erdenir 
Ministry of European A�airs, Turkey

Dr. Ramon Grosfoguel 
University of California-Berkeley, USA 

Dr. Erhan İçener
Istanbul Zaim University

Dr. Mohammad Marandi
University of Tehran, Iran

Dr. Mazin Qumsiyeh 
Bethlehem University and
Birzeit University, West Bank 

Dr. Ömer Taşgetiren 
Istanbul Zaim University, Turkey  

Dr. Maung Zarni
European Center for the Study of
Extremism, UK

Dr. Mohammed Moussa
Istanbul Zaim University, Turkey 

Dr. Mohamed Nawab Osman
RSIS, Singapore

Dr. Ravza Kavakci Kan
MP, AK Party Vice Chair, Turkey 

Dr. Nazia Kazi
Stockton University, USA

Dr. Ali Hüseyinoğlu
Trakya University, Turkey

Dr. Johan Galtung
Peace University, Norway

Dr. Todd Green
Luther College, USA

Dr. Mehmet Bulut
Istanbul Zaim University

Dr. Farhan Mujahid Chak
Qatar University, Qatar

Dr. Enes Bayraklı
SETA, Turkey 

Dr. Hatem Bazian
University of California-Berkeley, USA 

For Detailed Conference Information And Sponsoring Organizations See: ciga.izu.edu.tr                     /cigaistanbul
 

April 6-8, 2018 – ISEFAM Auditorium, IZU 

Dr. Farid Hafez 
Salzburg University, Austria 

Dr. Salman Sayyid
University of Leeds, UK

CIGA
CENTER FOR ISLAM 
AND GLOBAL AFFAIRS

Plenary Session
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CIGA Director Prof. Dr. Sami A. Al-Arian 

participated as an invited speaker at 

an international conference on Jeru-

salem titled “Vahyin Kutsadığı Şehir Kudüs” 

which was held from January 29-30 in Istan-

bul. In an audience of hundreds of scholars 

and officials from across Turkey and the Mus-

lim World, Prof. Sami Al-Arian in his presen-

tation dwelt upon the issue of Jerusalem and 

the need to mobilize the Muslim World as well 

as freedom-loving and peace-seeking peop-

le around the world to restore Palestinian ri-

ghts, both Muslim and Christian, in Jerusalem 

and the Palestinian territories. He called for 

the lifting of the decade-old brutal sanctions 

against Gaza which have crippled its peop-

le. He advocated for the support of the BDS 

campaign against Israel and to adopt targe-

ted sanctions and protests against its politi-

cal enablers around the world. Seeking initi-

ation of practical steps on Palestine by OIC, 

other friendly countries, and pro-Palestinian 

activists, Prof. Al-Arian underlined the need 

to back up the strong rhetoric with real acti-

ons that would alter the racist and Apartheid 

like policies of Israel and the American admi-

nistration which have totally ignored interna-

tional law regarding Israel’s continued brutal 

military occupation.
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CIGA Research Associate, Linda Hyökki, 

wrote an Op-ed “World Hijab Day – Figh-

ting Islamophobia with Solidarity” in reputed 

Daily Sabah newspaper in which she discus-

sed the existing positive impacts of this glo-

bal campaign on discrimination against Mus-

lim women. She emphasized that oftentimes 

Islamophobia is so deeply rooted in instituti-

onal racism that active resistance of it neces-

sitates more sustainable and comprehensive 

action, and that any discussion around such 

campaigns require the complete support of 

women’s agency and self-determinacy over 

their bodies. 

Linda Hyökki also collaborated with the 

Center for Inter-cultural Dialogue (CID) 

and published a “Key Concept” on Islamop-

hobia. The “Key Concepts” are pedagogical 

short texts explaining relevant terms and 

concepts within Inter-cultural Dialogue and 
they are printable as one-page fact sheets. 
The text can be downloaded from the web-
site of CID: www.centerforinterculturaldialo-
gue.org.

CIGA Senior Research Associate, Fadi Za-
tari, offered an insight into the role of 

Zionist paramilitary groups’ influence on the 
establishment of the state of Israel in an Op-
Ed “Herzl’s heritage of Zionism still triggers 
conflicts” that appeared in Daily Sabah. The 
piece highlights as how one should go about 
dismantling Zionism as a racist ideology sup-
ported by its financial and political instituti-
ons.

A paper by Fadi Zatari “Support Palesti-
nians, Embrace BDS” published by IHH 

Humanitarian and Social Research Center 
(INSAMER) explores different ways in which 
the global, non-violent resistance and boy-
cott movement like BDS can be used by indi-
viduals, NGOs and states - especially Turkey 
- to support the Palestinian struggle against 
Israeli military occupation.

In an article for TRT World “The Global South 
and the challenge of the Fourth Industrial 

Revolution”, CIGA Research Associate, Ous-
sama Chaabane, explains how the Fourth In-
dustrial Revolution is reshaping the concept 
of power, underlining why it may challenge 
sovereignty and strategic independence of 
developing and emerging countries. It shows 

how these countries are at crossroads and 

must make decisive choices to stay afloat.
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CIGA SEMINAR SERIES 

At the 5th CIGA Seminar Series, held 

on February 28, Prof. Dr. Mehmet 

Akif Okur (Yıldız Technical Univer-

sity), Prof. Dr. Ahmet Uysal (ORSAM) and 

Dr. Mesut Özcan (Turkish Foreign Ministry) 

were invited as panelists to discuss “Political 

Settlement in Syria: Challenges and Oppor-

tunities”. The panel highlighted the question 

of how the nature of the Syrian uprising has 

been transformed to a civil war and then has 

become a zone of multiple wars. The pane-

lists noted that in addition to the Syrian ci-

vil war, proxy wars have been fought in the 

Syrian theatre with external actors becoming 

active players in the conflict. Finally, the 

scholars recommended that the immediate 

solution to the conflict is to have a political 

settlement with the establishment of a new 

constitution followed by free and fair electi-

ons.

CENTER FOR ISLAM AND GLOBAL AFFAIRS 
İSLAM VE KÜRESEL İLİŞKİLER MERKEZİ

SEMINAR SERIESCIGA
CENTER FOR ISLAM 
AND GLOBAL AFFAIRS

Political Settlement in Syria: 
Challenges and Opportunities

Prof. Dr. Mehmet Akif OKUR
Department of Political Science and International Relations, 
Yıldız Technical University 

“Turkey’s Foreign Policy Toward Syria”

Assoc. Prof. Mesut ÖZCAN
Director of Diplomacy Academy, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Turkey

"The Promise and Peril of the 
Turkish-Russian Strategic Relations"

Prof. Dr. Ahmet UYSAL
Director of ORSAM, Ankara

"Turkey, Iran and the Possibility of a
Strategic Relationship in Syria"

Seminar II
Hall

28 February, 2018 
Wednesday

16:00-
18:00

Professor Hassan Makki from 
Sudan visited CIGA 

Professor Hassan Makki, head of the 

Center for Research and African Stu-

dies at the International University of 

Africa in Khartoum, Sudan, visited CIGA on 

March 2, 2018. During the round table dis-

cussion with CIGA faculty, research staff, and 

guests, he talked about the contentious issu-

es in the Horn of Africa, which is one of the 

strategically important geographical areas, 

which is one of CIGA’s research areas of in-

terest.

Initiating the discussion from the historical 

context of the area to the contemporary 

developments, Prof. Makki explained the in-

tertwining nature of the issues affecting the 

regional dynamics of the Horn of Africa. He 

elaborated that the Horn of Africa originally 

used to describe the areas which were inha-

bited by Somalia people either separately or 

together with other peoples in the region. 

He also emphasized the existence of the So-

malian people in all the countries to which 

the umbrella term “Horn of Africa” applies 

altogether. In this sense, the Horn of Africa 

covers the areas in the North-Eastern part of 

Africa including Ethiopia, Somalia, Djibouti, 

Kenya and Eritrea (previously part of Ethio-

pia).

Prof. Makki also highlighted the recent hyd-

ro-political developments with regard to the 

ongoing construction of the Grand Renais-

sance Dam by the Ethiopian government in 

the upper Nile basin. In his reply to “What 

would be the impact of the dam on Sudan”, 

Prof. Makki explained that the Dam will have 

no negative impacts on Sudan, but rather the 

country will get hydro-electricity from Ethi-

opia while the amount of water Sudan rece-

ives from Nile river will remain unchanged. 

However, Prof. Makki was skeptical about 

the upcoming dam’s impact on the relations 

between Ethiopia and Egypt.

Prof. Makki also shed light on the ensuing 

political conflict in the region, especially in 

Ethiopia and in South Sudan. In the former 

case, he argued that the marginalization of 

a large section of the country’s population 

(referring to the Oromo and Amhara peop-

les) in the political and economic life of the 

country poses a potential challenge to Ethi-

opia in particular, and the region in general. 

Regarding South Sudan’s situation, he obser-

ved that the availability of and easy access 

to weapons – mainly provided by Western 

governments during pre-secession period – 

poses hindrance to peace building. Moreover, 

he finds negative external factors impacting 

the conflict in Sudan being violent conflicts in 

its neighboring countries and thus forcing re-

fugees to the country. Besides these concer-

ns, Prof. Makki also pointed to the potential 

resources including agriculture, tourism and 

manufacturing sectors, which, if worked on 

properly, would contribute for a strong deve-

lopment of the region.

CIGA VISITS AND ACADEMIC COOPERATIONCENTER FOR ISLAM AND GLOBAL AFFAIRS 
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On March 9, 2018, two senior resear-

chers from the MERSAD Centre for 

Strategic Studies in Iran, engaged 

with CIGA staff researchers during a guest le-

cture titled “Iran and the Muslim World: Four 

decades after the revolution” during which 

they presented two papers on historical and 

current issues regarding the Iranian-Muslim 

World relations.

Mr. Hamid Azimi in his talk focused on the 

Iranian political experiment: the impossi-

bility of the state, and the continuity of the 

revolution. He highlighted the polarity and 

divisions among the Iranian society at the 

political and the social levels due to the fai-

lure in concordance between the revolution 

and the state. He also evaluated the Iranian 

interactions with the Muslim World by analy-

zing the main challenges in this regard such 

as Persian nationalism and its break up with 

Islamism; weakness in Islamic studies and 

activities oriented towards the Muslim World 

in Iran; dependence on reactions rather than 

the planned strategic interactions; language 

isolation; embargo and isolation imposed on 

Iran by the West. 

Dr. Muhammad Hadi Masomi in his talk exp-

lored the history of Iranian relations with the 

Islamist movements in the Muslim World sin-

ce the 1970s, which witnessed restructuring 

of both Sunni and Shiite Islamic identities. He 

argued that during the 1980s and 1990s, the 

Islamic model flourished in several regions 

including Iran, Turkey, Afghanistan and the 

Arab World. After 9/11, Huntington’s theory 

of the Clash of Civilizations changed to be-

come a Clash within the Civilization since the 

Sunni-Shiite relations have been challenged 

by the several unfortunate clashes in Iraq af-

ter the 2003 American invasion, as well the 

violent conflict in Syria that has been raging 

for seven years now. Dr. Masomi called for 

intellectual discussion within the Sunni and 

Shiite elites to contain discord, divergence 

and misunderstanding among both the pe-

oples and governments across the Muslim 

world.

CIGA VISITS AND ACADEMIC COOPERATIONCIGA VISITS AND ACADEMIC COOPERATION
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On January 9, 2018, Prof. Dr.  Sami A. 

Al-Arian, the Director of the Center 

for Islam and Global Affairs (CIGA) 

at Istanbul Zaim University, and Dr. Essam 

Abdel Shafy, the President of the Interna-

tional Relations Academy (IRA), signed a 

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU). 

The MOU called for both parties to develop 

programs, curricula, and courses in different 

academic and professional fields and discip-

lines in political science, international relati-

ons, economics, and other related fields un-

der the auspices of the school of continuing 

education at CIGA-IZU. While IRA will run 

the joint programs, and supply students and 

faculty, CIGA will provide their overall super-

vision, administration, and monitoring. The 

collaborative programs shall include Diplo-

mas in Political Science, International Relati-

ons, Public Policy, International Negotiations, 

International Crisis Management, Strategic 

Management, Political Risk Management, 

Project Management, Political Diversity Ma-

nagement, and Future Studies. Initially, the 

language of instructions for these programs 

will be in Arabic. 

MOU between CIGA and IRA to Provide Diplomas in Ten 
Specialized Fields

CIGA welcomes scholars from MERSAD Center (Qom, Iran)
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Prof. Salman Sayyid’s Recalling the Caliphate: Decolonization and 

World Order offers a series of reflections about how to achieve de-

colonization in the Muslim world and establish a polity for Muslims whi-

ch would end their subordinate status under colonization. For Sayyid, 

decolonization has political and intellectual aspects and only an enga-

gement with both of those dimensions can challenge Western colonia-

lity and initiate an authentic Muslim way of life. Sayyid urges his readers 

to reject what he calls the “Westernese” (the language colonial powers 

forces everyone to speak) and its constitutive ideas (i.e. secularism, li-

beralism and democracy). The author explores what kind of a political 

arrangement can secure Muslims’ independence and contribute to a 

multi-cultural, pluralistic world. After evaluating several possible alter-

natives, Sayyid defends establishment of an Islamicate great power that would provide a home 

to Muslims and defend their interests in the world. As the book progresses towards its end, Say-

yid tackles the issue of how to determine whether a polity Muslims establish would be an Isla-

mic power. Sayyid believes that at a certain point in time ummah determines what Islam is and 

therefore Ummah’s judgment will ultimately decide what kind of interpretations of Islam should 

prevail in the Caliphate. All in all, Recalling the Caliphate offers stimulating ideas that deepen the 

debate about how to secure an authentic Muslim existence under conditions of colonialism

By Dr. Ömer Taşgetiren

The Caliphate (2016) by Professor Hugh Kennedy, renow-

ned Arabist at the School of Oriental and African Studies 

in London, begins with a reminder to the reader about the 

power of history in the Muslim tradition. A close reading of this 

tradition, especially of its primary sources, purportedly shows 

respect for its protagonist and creators. Kennedy provides an 

overview for the experience of the caliphate from Abu Bakr to 

the present. Three questions dominate the discussion of the 

topic in the pages of the book: ‘how was a caliph to be cho-

sen?’, ‘what should the caliph do and how extensive should his 

powers be?’ and ‘what was the evidence on which these issu-

es could be decided and how should it be interpreted?’ In the 

holy Qur’an, Kennedy notes, only Adam and David received 

the dignity of being caliphs of God. The appearance of caliph 

or khalifa to denote the position of deputy can also be found 

during Prophet Muhammad’s (SAW) lifetime when one would 

be appointed in Medina Munawarah while he left the town. Two rival definitions of caliph, deputy 

of God versus the successor of the Messenger of God (SAW), exist with sweeping implications 

for the political authority he could exert over Muslims. Professor Kennedy settles this debate in 

his book citing the work of Patricia Crone and Martin Hinds that the early idea of caliph meant 

deputy of God. Throughout the book, however, caliphs seem to be chosen through shura (con-

sultation) by Muslims, however, circumscribed by a number, hereditary claims, nass (designation) 

by an incumbent ruler or simply ‘hard military power’. 

Abd al-Malik’s caliphal reign is noted for its military power and also his introduction of Arabic as 

the language of government replacing Greek and Persian; Islamic coinage demonstrating the 

ruler’s sikka (right to mint coins) and the construction of the Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem. Ru-

diments of an Islamic state-building seem to be evident in these efforts. The rise of the Abbasids 

witnessed the assertion of rightful rule that of the Hashimiya and members of the ‘Family of the 

Prophet’ while not Alids, coupled with the military force of the Khurasanis. Another novel contri-

bution to the caliphate tradition is the adoption of laqab (a caliph title) such as Mansur (Victori-

ous) or Mahdi (God-guided). The jihad and the annual hajj led by the caliph reaching their height 

in the ‘golden prime’ of Harun al-Rashid’s reign demonstrated his credentials as the military and 

pious leader of Muslims. The founding of Baghdad as Madinat al-Salam (the City of Peace) by the 

Abbasid Mansur was yet another addition to the caliphate tradition. 

Since the term caliph became synonymous with political authority, a tradition was created, as 

Professor Kennedy rightly observes, shaped by the twists and turns of the last fourteen hundred 

years. However, not all claims are rendered legitimate by the very virtue of invoking any of this 

tradition’s historic symbols such as the qalansuwa, the black robe or the former Abbasid capital 

of Raqqa by a pretender to its political authority.

By Dr. Mohammed Moussa

Maulana Abu A’la Maududi [1903-1979] was a Muslim thinker, the-

ologist and reformer. Maududi notes that Islam encompasses all 

aspects of life including faith, worship, morality, social, economic and 

political life. Therefore, Islam is a complete and comprehensive way of 

life. Maulana Maududi’s political thought conceptualizes Islamic State as 

comprised of Sovereignty of God, Supremacy of Shariah and Viceregen-

cy. The very purpose of the establishment of an Islamic state is to develop 

a complete system of social justice for its people. The Islamic state shall 

establish a government which will promote the good and eliminate the 

evil. The chief characteristics of an Islamic state shall be the protection 

of the freedom of expression of its citizens and safeguard their interest 

unlike totalitarian, dictatorial and autocratic forms of government. In the 

then united India, he helped form Jama’at-e-Islami in early 1940s to work for establishment of 

Islamic State. All his life, Maududi continued producing literature and discussing as how to bring 

about a change in the society and establish an Islamic State, however, it could not materialize be-

fore he left this world. But his personality, literature, speeches and the work of the Jama’at have 

left a lasting impact not only upon the Muslims in Southeast Asia but its impact could be felt as 

far as the entire Middle East.

By Dr. Fatimah Bint Abdullah 
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Aims and Objectives

Students at Istanbul Sabahattin Zaim Uni-
versity (IZU) can now organize and parti-

cipate in events under the aegis of the Center 
for Islam and Global Affairs (CIGA). The need 
for a space in which students take the initia-
tive to pursue activities that combine acade-
mic excellence and professional competence 
is urgent. To meet this demand, IZU students 
and CIGA staff have collaborated to estab-
lish the CIGA Student Society (CSS). Its main 
aims and objectives are to organize student 
related activities, broaden students vision 
and equip them with the basics of academic 
excellence and professional competence. 
CSS aims to achieve intellectual empower-
ment among students through its activities. 
Workshops, public talks and film screenings 
will be held to involve and mobilize students 
in various capacities. A lively academic life 
on any university campus depends on stu-
dents working together from the classroom 
to public events. It is for this reason that the 
CIGA Student Society was founded to enab-
le students from different departments and 
faculties to meet and work as a team on a 
variety of activities. 

Structure

The student society is organized around 
an executive committee composed of six 

students who coordinate with the staff advi-
sor to define its vision and objectives. Event 
planning and management takes place at the 
level of this executive committee: it consists 
of president, vice-president, social officer, 
cultural officer, treasurer and secretary. Each 
academic year will witness internal elections 
for the positions on the committee. Through 
this practice, we aim to have democratic rep-
resentative at this level of student participa-
tion. Society members will have the chance 
to pursue activities that combine academic 
learning and the acquisition of professional 
skills.

One of the key activities that CSS plans to 
hold includes monthly film screenings 
which explore the critical issues of the 

day and those of common concern around the 
world.

Our first ever event was the film screening of 
‘USA vs Al-Arian’ in which the personal story of 
the struggles faced by CIGA Director, Dr. Sami 
Al-Arian – a Palestinian academic and a civil ri-
ghts activist – and his family were richly docu-
mented by the Norwegian filmmaker Line Hal-
vorsen. In the Q&A, Professor Al-Arian answered 
several questions about the motives behind his 
incarceration, his eventual release and the rea-
sons why he entered public life. 

First Event: Film Screening of ‘USA vs Al-Arian’

Future events will seek to similarly stimula-
te discussion and debate on campus about 
current affairs. 

We welcome new members to join our so-
ciety and make an empowered contributi-
on to the university life!
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New MA and PhD programs 
started in the spring semester 2018

In the spring semester 2018, CIGA and the 

Political Science and International Rela-

tions department at IZU opened a new 

English language only Masters and PhD 

programs with a specialization track called 

“Islamic Civilizations and Global Affairs Stu-

dies”. These innovative graduate programs 

welcome students from all around the wor-

ld to study under the guidance of both local 

and international well-known scholars and 

are designed to facilitate international colla-

boration, alongside enhancing multi-lingual 

and multi-cultural experience during gradu-

ate and postgraduate training.

Students in the “Islamic Civilization and Glo-

bal Affairs Studies” track can take courses 

offered by affiliated faculty from partner ins-

titutions, who otherwise would not be teac-

hing at our university. 

The specialization track “Islamic Civilization 

and Global Affairs Studies” managed by the 

Political Science and International Relations 

department and CIGA at IZU will increase stu-

dent’s access to international faculty whose 

expertise they would otherwise not be able 

to benefit from under a traditional graduate 

structure. Such opportunities will increase 

the attractiveness of the IZU and the newly 

established MA and PhD study programs not 

only among Turkish students but also inter-

national students. The program’s fluid and 

streamlined design will give students gradu-

ating from our program a competitive edge.

Applications for the fall semester 2018 will be 

open from April 16 to June 6, 2018. 
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